I. INTRODUCTION
The Hanle effect has been extensively used in the study of the lifetimes of the excited states and the measurement of various relaxation and collision parameters.~9 In the normal Hanle effect, one studies the properties of the magnetic sublevels by preparing the system in a coherent superposition of the Zeeman sublevels and by observing the fluorescence from such a coherent superposition as a function of the magnetic field. The coherent superposition ' can be achieved either by using a broadband source or by using a monochromatic pump. The linewidth of the observed signal has been seen to be critically dependent on the nature of the exciting source. ' Several variations' of the Hanle effect have been proposed and used in the high-resolution work. For instance, it has been shown that a modulated pump field leads to fluorescence variation that immediately yields not only the relaxation parameters but also the excited-state splittings.~A novel variation of the Hanle experiment involves the use of a suitably polarized radiation to lift the degeneracy of the excited states, i. e. , each energy level is shifted by a different amount due to light shifts.~Thus the properties of the magnetic sublevels could be studied by using another strong off-resonance laser, in addition to the pump laser, whose frequency and intensity could be easily varied. ' ' The fluorescence is now observed as a function of the intensity or the frequency of the strong off-resonant laser field. In this ease it has been found by Kaftandjian et al. ' 5 that the zero-field level crossings occur in the same manner as in the normal Hanle effect (using the magnetic fields). Fig. 1 transition.
The terms in the last brackets in (2. 1) represent the interaction of the system with the circularly polarized radiation E,(t) =8,e '"»'+8, e'"»'. ( 2. 6) where all the slow time dependence is contained in H&" &(f) and the fast time dependence in the p'"' equation is explicitly displayed. H '(t) and 6 are given by
( 2. 7) (2. 8)
The matrix elements of p' ' are related to p by PP~'(t) = 6,p"(t)+ (1 -&0)p, .~(t)e'"v"', 
On using (2. 11), we find that (2. 6) reduces to
(2. 14)
The effective Hamiltonian (2. 13) now explicitly has light shift terms &(A"-A«).
We next eliminate the explicit~dependence and the phase dependence from the Hamiltonian by making use of the relations among the dipole matrix elements where
where j (t)= p, (t) and a =R80(t).
(2. 16) (P(t)P (t')) =2r,~(t-t'), (P (t)) =0. (2. 19a) This is the familiar phase-diffusion model of the laser light in which the amplitude remains con- 
where h(t) =g'(t)(x cose+y sin&) . 
